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Spread Spectrum in a Four-Phase Communication
System
Employing Ad.aptive Antennas
JACK H. WINTERS,

Abstract-This paperdiscussestheuse
of spread spectrum in. : I
four-phasecommunicatonsystememployingadaptiveantennas.
fL
system is describedthat provides protection againstboth conventional
(Le., noise and CW) and smart (in particular, repeat) jamming wit11
rapid acquisition of the signal at the receiver. A method is shown for
generating reference signals required by the adaptive array throug.1
the use of spread spectrum.With these reference signals, thereceive11
antenna pattern can beadapted to maximize desired signal to interferenceandnoisepowerratio
at thereceiver. The signalacquisitiontechnique is alsodescribed and analyzed. Analytical an11
experimentalresults demonstrate both therapidacquisition
an11
protection against jamming with this system.

I. INTRODUCTION

A
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described for spread-spectrum signalsusing biphase modulation [3]. The timing of the pseudonoise code used in the SYStern is acquired at the receiver by a slewing method. To determine thecorrectcode timing, the code generated at the receiveris correlatedwiththe
receivedsignal for allpossible
timing offsets [4]. The reference signal generation technique
for the biphase system works well, but does have two shortcomings. First, it is vulnerable to repeat jammers withbiphase
remodulation.Second,short codes mustbe used to achieve
reasonable acquisition times, and short codes may not provide
adequate security for many applications.
This paper presents a four-phasecommunication system
that may be used with anLMS adaptive antenna. The system is
a spread-spectrum communication system. It is assumed that
the location of the desired transmitter is not known at the
receiver and that system code timing must be acquired by the
receiver.A four-phase system has been developed that overcomes the shortcomings of the previous biphase system [3] ,
without sacrificing the system's rapid acquisition andconventional (i.e., noise and CW) jamming protectioncapabilities.
T h s four-phase system will now be described.
The four-phase signal 'consists of two orthogonal biphase
signals. One signal contains a short code for rapid acquisition,
Theothercontains
a long code to be used forprotection
against smartjammers(jammers that the biphase system is
vulnerable to). The reference signal generation technique and
signal acquisition technique are described. Both rapid acquisition and protection against conventional and smart jamming
are demonstrated byanalytical and experimental results.
We first describe in Section I1 the four-phase signal and the
LMS adaptive array used in the system. We then discuss in
Section I11 reference signal generation forthe array.Next,
in Section IV the code timing acquisition process is discussed.
Finally,inSection
Vwe describe anexperimentalsystem,
discuss experimental results, and compare them to theoretical
results.

NADAPTIVE antenna isan array of antennaelements
whose pattern is automatically controlled [ l ] , [2] . Th:
signal from each element of the array is multiplied by a C O X trollable weight, whichadjusts the amplitudeand phase af
that signal. The pattern of an adaptive antenna is automat.cally changed to null interfering signals and optimized desire,l
signal reception.
Adaptive antennas can be combined with spread-spectrurl
communication techniques t o yield even greater interferenc:
rejection capabilities than either one alone. A system combir ing the temporal processing of spread spectrum with the S P E tial rocessing of adaptive antennas can provide protectio.1
P .
qgainst a wlde variety of jamming techniques.
The weights in an adaptive array may be controlled b,f
several techniques [ l ] , [2]. In particular, the technique use 1
in the LMS array [ l ] is considered here. In the LMSarraq ,
the weights are adjusted to obtainthe least mean-squar:
errorbetween the array output and a reference signal. This
reference signalis a locally generated signal that allows th:
array feedback to differentiate between the desired signal an11
interference. It must be a signal correlatedwith the desire1
signal and uncorrelated with any interference.
The major problem in thedevelopment of a communicatio 1
system using an adaptive array is the generation of the refel.ence signal. A method must be developed for the acquisitiol
11. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
of the signal by the receiver. This method includes the cod:
Thetransmitted carrier ismodulated by two codes plus
timing acquisition, if the timing of the pseudonoise code use 1
data.Theonecodeis
a pseudonoise code, i.e., a maximal
to spread the signal spectrum must be acquired by the receiver.
length linear shift register sequence. T h s codehas a short
A reference signal generation technique has been previous1 1
length (on the order of 1000 symbols) to permit its timing to
be rapidly acquired by the' receiver. The other codehas a very
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work was supported in part by the Rome Air Development Center UI - long length ( e g , greater than lo9 symbols). The code may be
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the system as shown later.
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The codes plus data modulate the carrier in the following
way. Let the mth short code symbol and long code symbolbe
labeled a, and bm (equal to 0 or l), respectively, and have a
duration of A seconds. The ith data, or useful information,
symbol is labeled d j (equal to 0 or 1) and has a duration ofTb
seconds.Thedatasymbolduration
is greater than the code
symbol duration by an'integer multiple k, the spreading ratio.
With these symbols differentially encoded, the transmitted signal is given by
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Block diagram of an N element LMS adaptive array.
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In the above equations, A is an amplitude constant, o1is
the carrier frequency, and yo, B o , and 4o are equal to 0. The
data symbol transitions coincide with the code symbol transitions. Thus, the signal is a four-phase differential phase shift
keyed (DPSK) signal consisting of two orthogonalbinary
DPSK signals. Onebinary signal containsashortcode
plus
data (as in the biphase system), and the other contains a long
MULTIPLIER
code.
Fig. 2. Correlation feedback loop for the adaptive array.
A block diagr? of an N element LMS adaptive array [ l ]
is shown in Fig. 1. The signalreceived bytheithelement
yi(t) is split with a quadrature hybrid into an in-phase signal
ARRAY
BANDPASS
FILTER then
OUTPUT
OUTPUT
xIi.(t) and a quadrature signal x e i ( t ) . Thesesignalsare
multiplied by a controllable weight wIi or wei. The weighted
LOCALLYGENERATED
HARDLIMITER
ADAPTIVE
.
signals are then summed to form the array output so(t). The
S I G N A L ( L . O .W I T H
ARRAY
CODE )
array output is subtracted from a reference signal (described
I
I
I
I
below) r(t) to form the error signal e(t). The element weights
are generated from the error signal and the xli(t) and XQi(t)
signals by using thecorrelationfeedbackloops
as shown in
Fig. 3. Reference signal generation loop with the adaptive array.
Fig. 2.
The purpose of the reference
signalis to make the array
track the 'desired signal. The reference' signal must be a signal that was used with the biphase system [3] . The array output
correlated with the desired signal and uncorrelated with any
is first mixedwitha locally generated signal modulatedby
interference. Generationofareference
signal from a four- either the short or long code. When the codes of the locally
generated signal and the array output signal'are synchronized,
phase signal isdescribed below.
the array output signal's spectrum is collapsed. It is collapsed
Two different reference signals can be generated from the
whenthe locally generated signalis
four-phase signal. These two signals are the two binary DPSK to the data bandwidth
single frequency composignal components of the four-phase signal. Thus, one refer- modulated by the short code and a
nent when the locally generated signalis modulated .by the
ence signal contains a short code, andthe other along code.
A reference signalcan be generatedfrom the four-phase long code. The mixed output is then passed through a filter
very narrow bandwidth
signal using the loop shown in Fig. 3. This is the same loop with either the data bandwidth or a
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Block diagr irn of the delay lock loop.

to that used in the biphase system [3], i.e., a sequential search
(slewing) method is used. To acquire the short code timing,
the code generator at the receiveris run faster than the receivedsignal's code. When the two codes begin to align, the
sum voltageincreases.When
thesum voltage exceedsthe
acquisitionthreshold,the
sweepvoltageis
turnedoff,and
code tracking begins. Also, during the short code acquisition
process, theshortcode
isused
to generate the reference
signal in the adaptive array. Thus, the reference code is also
slewed. Before acquisition, the array nulls interference and the
desired signal. When the codes begin to align, the array pulls
the desired signal out of the noise. The desired signal power
into the delay lock loop, therefore, also increaseswhen the
codes align. This process is described further in [3] .
With this slewing method,thecodegeneratedatthe
receiver is correlated with the received signal for as many as all
111. ACQUISITION OF THE SIGNAL
possible timing offsets. Thus, the acquisition time is proporThe acquisition of the signal by the receiver will now be tional to the code length, and the code length must be short
described. In particular, we describe the method for obtaining for reasonable acquisition times.
the timing of the codes by thereceiver. The method presented
The second step in the acquisition method is the acquisiherecombinesasequentialsearchmethodand
the rapid tion of the long codetiming. During this step the short codeis
acquisition by sequential estimation (RASE) [6] method fctr used to generate the reference signal in the array. Because the
code timingacquisition with the use of an adaptive array.
array has nulled all signals except the signal acquired (includThe acquisition method consists of several steps. The first ing CW and noise jammers), the array output consists mainly
step is the acquisition of the short code timing. The short codeof the desired signal. Therefore, the RASE [6] method can be
timing is acquired and then tracked by the delay lock loop
used to quicklyacquirethelongcode
timing. In the RASE
shown in Fig. 4. In the delay lock loop the difference voltage method the timing for a code generated from an n stage feedfrom thetwoenvelopedetectors
isused to trackthecode
back shift registeris obtainedbydetectingandloading
n
timing [3], and the sum voltage is used for timing acquisitiolt. consecutivecodesymbols into a similar shift register at the
The sum voltage is used for timing acquisition because it indi- receiver.
cates thealignment(maximum
correlation) of the received
Fig. 5 shows how the RASE method can be used to deterand locally generated codes.
mine the long code timing in the four-phase system. The array
The acquisition method for the short code timingis simik r output containing the desired four-phase signal is differentially

depending on the code involved. The biphasedesired Signid
component is, therefore, unchanged by the filter. The filtcr
output is then hard limited so that the reference signalwill
have constantamplitude.The
hard-limiter output is mixed
with the locally generated signal to produce a biphase refe:ence signal. Thereference signal is, therefore, an amplitude
scaled replica of one of the biphase components of the fou:phase desired signal.
Any interference signal withoutthepropercodehas
i1.s
waveform drastically altered by the reference loop. When the
coded locally generated signal is mixed with the interferencl:,
theinterferencespectrum is spreadbythecodebandwidtlt.
The bandpass filter further changes the interference component out of the mixer.As a result, the interference at the array
output is uncorrelated with the reference signal.
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detected using the symbol transition timing from the tracking
of the short code. The
differential detector output (relating
to the phase transitions in the signal) is then processed by the
detection logic. These phase transitions depend on the long
code, the short code, and the data symbols. Since the short
symbols are known,thedetection
logiccan determinethe
long code symbols and, in some cases, also determine if errors
have been made by the differential detector. If no errors are
detected,the longcodesymbols
are loaded intothe shift
register. The feedback loop in the shift register is then connectedandthe
output of the shift register correlatedfora
short time with the array output to verify code timing. If the
correlation of the two signals exceeds a threshold value, the
output of the shift register is used to generate the reference
signal for the array. Otherwise, the shift
registeris reloaded
and the process
repeated
until
code
synchronization
is
obtained.
It shouldbenoted
thatwiththelongcodeacquisition
methodtheonlyrequirement
for the shift register network
generating the code is thatthe onlyfeedbackconnection
must be to the first shift register stage. Thus, the timing for
nonlinear codes (which are more secure than linear codes [7])
that are generated in this way [5] can also be obtained by the
RASE method.
Fig. 6 shows the results of a simulation study of the long
code acquisition process. This simulation study and additional
analytical results are discussed in [8]. The Appendix presents
a summary of some of these
analytical results. In Fig. 6 , the
requiredenergyperchip(codesymbol
interval) to noise
densityratio E A / N ~atthe processor input (array output)
is plotted versus the long code shift register length for various
acquisition times. The results show that very long codes can
be quicklyacquired if EA/No is greater thanabout 3. For
example, with a 10 Mbit/s code modulation frequency, a10'
lengthcode ( n equal to 40) canbe acquired in less than
0.001 s if E A / N o is greater than 3. In general, E A / N ~
at the
array output will be at least 3 because of two factors. First,
the energy per databit to noise densityratio atthe array
output must be fairly high (usually greater than 15) for low
bit error rates. Second, the spreading ratio is usually as small as
possible to minimize the signal bandwidth and can be as small
as 5 [3] . Thus, with these two conditions, the E A / N , at the
array output will be greater than 3.
The four-phase systemas described so far provides the same
protection against conventional (i.e., noise and CW) jamming
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as the biphase system [3]. With the biphase system, as much
as a 35 dB improvement in signal-to-interference ratio can be
achieved with a spreading ratio of only
5.
An additional step in the acquisition method provides protection against smartjammers (i.e., jammers using only the
short code or repeat jammers with remodulation). If the long
code timing is not acquired in a short period of time, the short
codetiming ischanged and the acquisitionprocedure is repeated. The reason t h s provides smart jammer protection is
described below.
IV. SMART JAMMER PROTECTION
The long code is present to add greater security to the system. In the previous biphase system [3], the signal contained
no long code, only a biphase
signal with a short code plus
data. Therefore, this system had the
two shortcomings listed
below.
First, in thebiphasesystemdata
are modulatedonthe
transmitted signal bytheintroductionofadditional
180"
phase shifts. Therefore, the signal from a jammer that repeats
and adds 180" phase shifts (at a rate equal to or less than the
data rate) to the desired signal cannot be distinguished from
thedesired signal by the array. Thearraymayacquire
the
jammer's signal and null the desired signal. To overcome t h s
problem, the data modulation must bedifferent than biphase.
Second, short codes must be
used for reasonable acquisition times. Short codes, however, may not provide adequate
security for many applications. The short code repeats often
during transmission of the signal, and, therefore, the code can
easily be determined and used by a jammer.When the jamming
signal contains the code, the receiver is unable t o distinguish
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the jamming signal from the desired signal. TO overcome t h i s '
problem, codes withvery long periodsare required.
Because thefour-phase signal contains an orthogonal biphasesignal withthelongcode,thebiphasesystemshorlcomings are overcome. First, the data modulation techniqu:
is no longer biphase. Examination of (1) shows that the addjtional phase transition due to the data bit "1" is either f90'
or -90". Also, the phase transition depends upon both
th:
shortandlongcodesymbols.Thus,thedata
modu1atio:I
methodcannotbe
easily duplicatedbyajammer.
Furthelmore, biphase remodulation by the jammer changes the lon;
code symbols and, thus, can be detected. Second, a long cod:
for communication security has been combined with the short
code for rapid acquisition. Since both codes are acquired b:r
the receiver, a jammer must use both codes to jam effectively.
However, because the long code does not repeat for a lon,;
timeandmay
evenbe nonlinear, it isvery difficult for , i
jammer to determine and use this code [ 7 ] .
Although there are other jamming strategies, the above two
examples point out that for a smart jammer to effectively janl
the four-phase system, it needs to determine the long code. 111
particular, the jammer must determine the length and feedback connections of the shift register generating the long code.
With this system, protection against smart jamming depend;
on the security of the long code. Since very long (and non.
linear [SI) codes can be used, the codes can beverysecurc:
(i.e., it can be almost impossible for a jammer to determincr
thecodefeedback
shift register fromthe signal). Thus, thc:
system canprovide significant protection against smart jam.
ming.

We will now describe the process through which protection
is provided against smart jammers. To begin, we will assumt:,
that the short code timing on a jammersignal is different from.
that of the desired signal.' Thus, during the first step in tht,
acquisition method, the short code timing ofeither the desirec
signal or a jammer maybe acquired by the receiver.If the
desiredsignal's short code is acquired, then the jammer wil
benulled andthe acquisition processcanbe
completed. Ij'
the jammer's short code is acquired, however, the long code
timing will not be acquired in a short time, because the long
code symbols are either not present or changed due to remod.
dation by the jammer. The short code timing at the receive]
will thenbechanged,andtheacquisition
process repeated.
Since the receiver's code timing is slewed sequentially duripg
acquisition, all possible code timing offsets will be examined
before the smart jammer's short code is acquired again. Thus,
if the desired signal is present it will be acquired before acqui.
sition ofthesmartjammer
is attempted again. Thus, with
smartjamming the acquisition timemay be increased, but
acquisition of the desired signal cannot be preveated.

V. AN EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM
An experimental system was developed to verify analytical
results and demonstrate conventional and smart jamming pro1 This is areasonableassumption.
For arepeatjammerwith
re.
modulation, the signal will be delayed by the jammer. If the jammer is
using only the short code, it is unlikely that the jamming signal would
arrive at the receiver with the same code timing as the desired signal.
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Fig. 7.

Blockdiagram
of theexperimentalfour-phasecommunication system with an adaptive array at the receiver.

tection with rapid acquisition. A block diagram of the system
isshown in Fig. 7. The transmittedfour-phase signalis received by the adaptive array through a channel and
interferencesimulator.
This simulator wasused
to generatethe
receivedsignals for each antenna element. Thesignals correspond to those received with a desired signal and interference
arriving at the receiving array from different angles.2 From the
desiredsignal in thearray outputtheshort codetiming is
determinedandtrackedbythe
delay lockloop. Long code
timing is acquired by the long code acquisition circuitry. The
control logic manages the acquisition procedure steps, including which codes are used in the reference loop to generate the
reference signal.
Some of the parameters forthe system are listed in Table I.
The code modulation frequency and the spreading ratio were
chosen to be compatible with an existing four-element array
[9] . The maximum allowed acquisition time is the time allowedfor acquisition of the longcode. If the long code is
not acquired in this time, the short code timingis changed and
the acquisition process repeated.
We will now consider the acquisition time as a function of
the received E A/ N o (array input),E A / N o IIN . Fig. 8 shows the
average total acquisition time versus E A / N ~IIN for the system (see theAppendix
for analytical results). Thefigure
shows thatthe signalcanbe
rapidlyacquired evenwhen
EA/NO IIN is near 0 dB. It should be noted that with a fourelement adaptive array the array output EA/No will be 6 dB
higher than E A /NO IIN .
Figs. 9 and 10 show the CW interference suppression of the
four-phase system. The CW signal is 20 dB stronger than the
desired signal at the array input, yet
very little interference
power can be seen in the output. For the experimental system,
this was the maximum jammer-to-signal ratio ( J / S ) for which
acquisition couldoccur. However, theexperimentalsystem
was designed to show concept feasibility, and not necessarily
a large jammer rejection. Systems can be designedwith a maximum J/S of 40 dB or more. The reason for this limit in the
experimental systemis described below.
The maximum J/S is dependent on the code modulation
2 For the experimental results, the desired signal arrives from broadsideandtheinterferencehasa
60" element-to-elementphaseshift,
corresponding to an angle of arrival of 19.5" from broadside for half
wavelength element spacing.

o
Rate
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL FOUR-PHASE SYSTEM PARAMETERS

LMS Adaptive Array
Code Modulation Frequency
Spreading
Data
Minimum
Received
EA/No

4 antenna elements
175.2 kbits/s
16
10.95 kbitsls
0 dB

Average Acquisition Time
Maximum Allowed Acquisition Time
Short Code Length
Long Code Length

0.23 s
0.55 s
255 symbols
1.72 * 10 ** 10 symbols
(n = 34)
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frequency and the acquisition time. The reasonis that the rate
of response of the array weights is proportional to the signal
strength (in the LMS array). For the strongest interfering signal, the weights must respond slower than 0.2 times the code
modulation frequency [lo]. Otherwise, the weights will begin
to modulate the interference to look like the reference signal.
For the weakest desiredsignal, the weights must respondfaster
than the slewing speed during acquisition. Otherwise, during
acquisitionthe desiredsignalwill
not bepulled out ofthe
noise and the acquisition threshold in the delay lockloop
exceeded. For the experimental system the ratio of 0.2 times
the codemodulationfrequency
to the sweep speed was
approximately 20 dB(see theAppendix), as shown experimentally. It should be noted that a much higher maximum
J/S can be achieved with higher code modulation frequency.
Furthermore,adaptivearrayalgorithms
are currently beingstudied [ 111 to elkinate theweight response problem:
Fig. 11 shows the average acquisition time with the fourphase system when a repeat jammer with biphase remodulation is present at the receiver. As seen in the figure, when J/S
is greater than -1 dB, the jammer signal‘s short code can be
acquiredby the receiver fora brief time,and,therefore,
the average acquisition time for the desired signal is increased
(see the Appendix). However, acquisition of the desired signal
is not preventeduntil J/S is greater than 20 dB.Thus, the
smart jammer is no more effective in preventing acquisition
than aCW jammer.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have described a four-phase spread-spectrum communication system with an adaptive antenna. Reference signal generationfor the adaptivearrayanda
signal
acquisition procedure were described. The system was shown
to provideprotection against both conventionalandsmart
200 kHz/div
jammers
(in particular, repeat jammers) with rapid acquisition
Fig. 9. Received powerdensity spectrum at array input, EA/N~IIN
equal to 8 dB and J/S equal to 20 dB.
of the signal at the receiver.

0.7

trials required for an error-free loading (i.e., for acquisition)
has a geometrical distribution. The probability of success on
the Xthtrial is then given by
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For each loading of the shift register, the output of the
shift register is correlated with the received signal over a multiple M of the number of bits in theshift register n. The average
long code acquisition time is, therefore, given by
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For M equal to 20, as in Fig. 6, theoretical results [from
(A411 show about 1 dB less Ea/N0 for the same Tavgas compared to computer simulation results.
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APPENDIX
SUMMARY OF SOME THEORETICAL
RESULTS FROM [8]

P,(x > X )= (1 - P,)?

Average Long Code Acquisition Time
The average long code acquisition time Tavs can be detelmined theoretically if we make the following approximations
for the acquisition process.
1) The long code can be differentially detectedby itself
(without the shortcode plus data).
2 ) The bit error probability far each code symbol is independent of other symbols.
3) The bit error probability is given by

PE =

3 exp [-EA / 2 N 0 ]
(for 0 <EJNo S 4).

For the short code acquisition the acquisition time has a
uniformprobabilitydensitywith
the maximum acquisition
time equal to twice the average.However, for the long code,
the acquisition time has a geometrical distribution as shown
in (A3). Thus, the probability of morethan X trials being
required to achieve lockup can easily be shown to be given by
[61

(AI)

(A51

Therefore, there is no maximum lockup time and a probability
of acquisition Pacqwithin a specified number of trials must
be considered. From (A5) the probability of acquisition in X
trials is given by

Pacq= 1 - (1 - P , ) X .

('46)

Since P,, is, in general, small (for large P, the long code
acquisition time isnegligible compared to theshortcode
acquisition time), (A6) may be approximated by

pats A 1 --

('47)

These approximations are shown to be reasonably accurate i l l

PI.

From the above can
equations we
determine the probability
The long code acquisition scheme involves the loading of ;L of long code acquisition in a given time (a multiple of the avershift register with the detected code symbols followed by thl:age
acquisition time). For example, from (A7), there is a 99
correlation of theoutput ofthe shift register withtherepercentprobability of acquisition in 4.6 times the average
ceivedsignal.With the approximations described previously, long code acquisition time.
the probability of fully loading an n stage shift register wit11
error-free code
symbols given
is
by
Acquisition Time for the Experimental System

P, = (1 --PE),

(A211 the For
experimental
the
system,
maximum allowed
acquisition time was chosen to be 0.55 s (see Table I) for a
where PE is given in (Al). The trials of fully loading the shif. received Ea/No equal to 0 dB. We arbitrarily allow 0.4 s for
registerare independent Bernoulli trials. Thus, the number 0:' short code acquisition and 0.15 s for long code acquisition.
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Thus, for a 99 percent probability of acquisition, the average
long code acquisition timeis given by [from (A7)]
0.15
- 0.033 s.
Tavg= -A
4.6

5,
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receiver nulls the jammer and searches for the desired signal.
The receiver then takes an average of about 0.2 s to acquire
the desiredsignal. If the desiredsignalis acquired first, the
average acquisitiontime isalso about0.2 s. Thus,witha
smartjammer present, the average total acquisition time is
given by

The average short code acquisition time tavgis half the maximum or 0.2 s. Thus, the total average acquisition time is given
by
as shown in Fig. 11.

+ tavgG 0.23 s

T t o t = Tavg

(A91
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

as shown in Table I.
We candetermine the average acquisition timeforother
received EA/No values from (A4). Thus, for the experimental
system,

Theoretical results [from(AlO)] show abaut 1 dB greater
EA/NO for the same Tavgas compared to experjmental results
(Fig. 8; note that EA/Noin (A10) is four timesEa/No 11~).

Maximum Jammer to SignalPower Ratio
As djscussed in the text, the maximum jammer to signal
power ratio for acquisition is given by the ratio of 0.2 times
the code modulation rate to the slewing speed. Since the code
atthe receiver must siew pastanentirecode
cycle in the
maximum short code acquisition time tmaxthe slewing speed
is simply the short code length N
divided by t m a x . Thus,

J/Sl,,,

0.2lA

= -N/tmax

0.2tmax
~

.

NA

For the experimental system,
0.2 X 0.4
J’s!max

=255/(175.2 X 103)
dB).
G 5 5 (17

(‘41 3)

The weight responsespeedwiththeweakest
desiredsignal
can besomewhat less thanthe sweep speed,althoughthe
probability of not acquiring the short code in the maximum
time Pmiss is increased. Inthe
experimentalsystem,the
responsespeedfortheweakest
signalwas aboutone-half
the sweep speed.Inthis
case Pmiss is still verysmall and
J/SLax is increased to 20 dB(as shown in Figs. 9 .and 10).
Note that J/SImaxis increasedfurtherwithhighercode
rates, longer acquisition times, and shorter length short codes.
Acquisition Time with Smart Jamming
(Experimental System)

With a smart jammer present, the receiver will first acquire
either the smart jammer’s signal or the desired signal. If the
jammer’s signal is acquired first, 0.55 s w d elapwbefore the

I am grateful for the guldance’ of,Dr. R. T. Compton, Jr.
and A. A: Ksienski during the course of this work.
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